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Development investigations focus on synergies of institutional cultures for policy and practice.
International non-governmental organisations (INGOs) currently enjoy a privileged position as
harbingers of world culture unity. While there is contestation on INGOs as monolithic entities,
few studies delve into the voices of actors within INGOs to provide for a more pluralistic perspective. This paper separates the actors from their institution by examining their different
socio-cultural takes that drive them. This emphasises that as projects and visions come and
go, institutional actors draw on their own philosophy that does not necessarily mirror their
institution’s stance. Here, the focus is on one of the most important current development initiatives – microfinance – revealing individual understandings of what is sustainability, the role of
external actors, indicators of success, exit strategies, and ethical action. In spite of situating this
in the microfinance area, what is revealed is that actors are motivated by their own constructed
ideology, often alluding peripherally to the specifics of microfinance. This opens another
avenue of enquiry as to why organisational ideologies and popular development visions such
as microfinance take on such diversity of forms and outcomes. Contrary to the world culture
unity model, such communication disjunctures can be useful in understanding diverse development outcomes.
« Votre Kool-Aid∗ n’est pas mon Kool-Aid » : idéologies relatives à la microfinance dans une
culture d’ONGI
Les investigations dans le secteur du développement se concentrent sur les synergies de cultures
institutionnelles pour les politiques et les pratiques. Les organisations non gouvernementales
internationales (ONGI) jouissent actuellement d’une position privilégiée comme signes
avant-coureurs de l’unité culturelle mondiale. Bien que certains contestent l’idée des ONGI
comme des entités monolithiques, rares sont les études qui examinent les voix des acteurs
parmi les ONGI pour introduire une manière de voir plus pluraliste. Cet article sépare les
acteurs de leur institution en examinant les différents angles socioculturels qui les impulsent.
Cela souligne le fait que, tandis que les projets et les visions vont et viennent, les acteurs institutionnels s’inspirent de leur propre philosophie, laquelle ne reflète pas forcément la position
de leur institution. On traite ici de l’une des plus importantes initiatives de développement en
cours – la microfinance – en révélant les manières individuelles de comprendre ce qu’est la
durabilité, le rôle des acteurs externes, les indicateurs du succès, les stratégies de sortie et
l’action éthique. Bien que cela soit examiné dans le contexte du domaine de la microfinance,
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ce qui est révélé, c’est que les acteurs sont motivés par leur propre idéologie construite, faisant
souvent allusion de manière périphérique aux éléments précis de la microfinance. Cela ouvre
une autre piste quant à la question de savoir pourquoi les idéologies organisationnelles et les
visions du développement populaires comme la microfinance prennent des formes aussi
diverses et débouchent sur des résultats aussi divers. Contrairement au modèle d’unité culturel
mondial, ces disjonctions sur le plan de la communication peuvent s’avérer utiles au moment de
comprendre des résultats divers sur le plan du développement.
∗
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NDT : L’expression « drinking the Kool-Aid » (boire le Kool-Aid) est appliquée à des adeptes
fervents de certaines philosophies qui croient aveuglément dans les vertus de celles-ci.
“O que você acha legal eu não acho legal”: ideologias sobre microfinanças dentro de uma
cultura de ONGI
As investigações sobre desenvolvimento concentram-se nas sinergias de culturas institucionais
para polı́ticas e práticas. Organizações Não-Governamentais Internacionais (ONGIs) atualmente usufruem de uma posição privilegiada como precursoras da unidade da cultura
mundial. Embora haja controvérsias quanto ao fato de ONGIs serem entidades monolı́ticas,
poucos estudos realizam análises detalhadas sobre a voz ativa de agentes dentro de ONGIs
com vistas a oferecer uma perspectiva mais pluralista. Este artigo separa os agentes de sua
instituição de origem ao examinar as diferentes condições sócio-culturais que os orientam.
O artigo enfatiza que como os projetos e visões vão e vêm, os agentes institucionais
baseiam-se em sua própria filosofia que não necessariamente reflete a postura de sua instituição. Aqui, o foco está em uma das mais importantes iniciativas de desenvolvimento atuais – a
das microfinanças – revelando entendimentos individuais sobre o que é sustentabilidade, o
papel de agentes externos, indicadores de sucesso, estratégias de saı́da e ação ética. Apesar
de inserir esses temas na área de microfinanças, o que se revela é que os agentes são motivados
por sua própria ideologia construı́da, frequentemente aludindo perifericamente às questões
especı́ficas das microfinanças. Esse fato abre uma nova vertente de questionamento sobre
por que ideologias organizacionais e visões populares sobre desenvolvimento, como as relacionadas às microfinanças, assumem tal diversidade de formas e resultados. Contrárias ao modelo
de unidade da cultura mundial, tais descontinuidades de comunicação podem ser úteis para a
compreensão dos resultados diversos do desenvolvimento.
“Tu veneno no es mi veneno”: las ideologı́as respecto a las microfinanzas en una cultura de
ONGI
Las investigaciones sobre el desarrollo se centran en las sinergias entre las polı́ticas y prácticas de las culturas institucionales. Las organizaciones no gubernamentales internacionales
(ONGI) se encuentran actualmente en una situación privilegiada por ser las precursoras de
la unidad cultural mundial. Aunque existen debates sobre si las ONGI son monolı́ticas, son
pocas las investigaciones que han examinado las opiniones de los actores de las ONGI en
aras de tener una perspectiva más amplia. Este ensayo separa a los actores de sus instituciones
para examinar los criterios socioculturales que impulsan sus acciones. Esta metodologı́a
resalta el hecho de que, si bien los proyectos y las visiones evolucionan, los actores institucionales se basan en sus propias creencias, las cuales no reflejan necesariamente los criterios de
sus instituciones. Este ensayo analiza en detalle una de las iniciativas actualmente más importantes en el desarrollo – las microfinanzas – para descubrir qué entienden los actores por
sostenibilidad, el papel de los actores externos, los indicadores de éxito, las estrategias de
salida y las actuaciones éticas. A pesar de que el estudio se centró en el área de las microfinanzas, las conclusiones revelan que a los actores les motiva su propia ideologı́a y que sólo
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tangencialmente se refieren de manera especı́fica a las microfinanzas. Esto abre otra lı́nea de
investigación sobre por qué las ideologı́as organizacionales y las visiones más generalizadas
sobre el desarrollo – por ejemplo, en las microfinanzas – se expresan en formas y con resultados tan diversos. Al ir en contra del modelo de la unidad cultural mundial, mensajes tan
dispares pueden ser útiles para comprender la diversidad de resultados en el desarrollo.

KEY WORDS : Social sector; Aid; Labour and livelihoods – Poverty reductions; Rights; Governance and
public policy; Globalisation; Civil society – NGOs
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Introduction
There have been numerous studies as part of the recent globalisation scholarship that celebrate
the convergence of institutional cultures towards a ‘single world polity’ (Boli and Lechner
2005). This euphoria of a ‘world culture’ has spawned shared cultural frameworks amongst
different institutional actors, a reversion to the archaic notion of the zero-sum game wherein
all actors can enjoy a win-win solution. Building on years of critique from across disciplines
on the unilateral policies and performances of state and international global organisational
actors such as the World Bank, United Nations, International Monetary Fund, and World
Trade Organization, there has always been and continues to be concerted effort to find
common ground across stakeholders. In particular, international non-governmental organisations (INGOs) have been looked at as harbingers of a new age of world culture (Jones 2002).
However, the topic of ‘culture’ has always and continues to be contested by scholars,
especially those of an anthropological bent. Through the capturing of ethnographies of resistances and transformations, scholars problematise the romantic notions of INGOs as disinterested,
monolithic homogenous entities with a shared vision and purpose (Anderson-Levitt 2003).
Through the juxtaposing of development rhetoric with ground level practice, these scholars
have been successful at shedding light on the multiplicity of roles INGOs occupy and their
plethora of interests, often competing with other INGOs in the process of shaping and fulfilling
common goals. As the organisation’s ‘mission’ enacts, interacts, and gets interpreted by their
beneficiaries at the ground level, it reveals diverse ways in which policies stemming from the
INGOs get creolised by local actors as a strategic means to deal with such interventions.
While the unpacking of these singularities has revealed a range of institutional cultures
amongst INGOs defying easy categorisation (as well as the ingenuity of the ‘beneficiaries’
themselves in this process), few studies delve into the plurality within the organisation
culture. In fact, few development studies focus on understanding the internal dynamics
within INGOs as they find themselves unwittingly at the forefront of the development parade
(crusade if you will), for global unity. This paper separates the actors from their institution
by examining their different socio-cultural takes on microfinance. It argues that as projects
and visions come and go, institutional actors build their own philosophy that does not necessarily mirror their institutional or even team members’ stance on issues encountered. This is
important to keep in mind as we struggle to understand why even the most popular development
projects of the time (in this instance microfinance, with its well-laid out vision and best practices
manifesto) get played out in a plethora of ways. Decisions, therefore, are not a simple outcome
of an organisation’s mission, but are a product of an accumulated wealth of past practices,
encounters and personal histories. Here, we capitalise on other disciplines by drawing from
scholarship on organisations and intercultural communication to better understand the implications of such practices.
1008
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This paper starts by laying the foundation of the popular understandings of microfinance and
its current practices, debates, and controversies, followed by scholarship on how decisions are
made from within organisations. This work is situated in the case study of ImpactUS,1 an INGO,
and its embarkation on the self-help group strategy in response to the microfinance debates.
Given that the author worked with this organisation for an extended period of time, conversations with its key actors are shared through a set of mediated questions that intend to reveal
important dimensions of microfinance – sustainability, exit strategies, the role of donors, and
overarching ethical concerns. This brings to light the splintered discourses, often away from
the main topic of microfinance, revealing how decisions are driven from an implicit and
larger development philosophy that has been tailor-made through years of acting on the development stage.
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Who doesn’t love microfinance?
Over the last two decades, microfinance has become the darling child of development, providing a new means to poverty alleviation through partnership with the poor (Arora 2006). The
General Assembly of the United Nations proclaimed 2005 as the International Year of Microcredit by, giving impetus to microcredit programmes throughout the world. The concept of
microfinance was pioneered around 1976 in Bangladesh by Dr Muhammad Yunus, the
winner of the 2006 Nobel Peace prize, who sought to make financial provisions to clients conventionally excluded from the financial system on account of their lower economic status (PBS
2005). Perhaps most distinct from traditional banking is its ‘joint liability’ feature, which views
a group of individuals as a single client to whom the credit is disbursed.
Over these years, microfinance has taken on multiple forms, generating a new crop of enthusiasts and sufficient success stories to convert this development idea into a sacred mission for
poverty eradication. As with any idea released into the wild, there has been a range of
approaches to materialising it. Perhaps one of the most popular manifestations is the social
business model approach wherein it attracts the private banking sector into the development
arena by promising that they can do good as well as make a profit – the ultimate win-win
game. This is founded on the key tenet that:
poor households demand access to credit, not cheap credit. Thus, programs can charge
high interest rates without compromising outreach. If the argument is right, much
poverty alleviation can be achieved at no cost to governments and donors – or perhaps
even at a small profit. The vision has been translated into a series of “best practices”
circulated widely . . . (Morduch 2000: 617)
In fact, Private Public Partnerships (PPP) have served as the main kool-aid2 within development
practice for well over the last decade (Arora 2005). One can view the microfinance project as an
outcome of a number of popular ideas finally finding a common ground and purpose – the
empowerment discourse, the bottom of the pyramid (BOP) concept and the participation
mantra, all woven in to feed into its vision.
However, recent events such as the microfinance crisis in Andhra Pradesh have brought this
idea to its knees, compelling practitioners to ask if this is the end of the commercial approach to
banking for the poor:
Tragically, this was a “boom-to-bust” crisis foretold. Along with the Bolivian microfinance crisis of 1999 – 2000, the precursor (mini-crisis) to today’s full-blown crisis that
took place in AP itself in 2006, the series of boom-to-busts that have occurred in
Bosnia, Pakistan, Morocco, Nicaragua and elsewhere in recent years, and let’s not
Development in Practice, Volume 22, Number 7, September 2012
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forget too the granddaddy of them all – the sub-prime-led financial sector meltdown in the
USA from 2007 onwards – there were in fact a whole street full of red lights flashing to
warn policy-makers to avert the massive over-expansion of microfinance in AP.
(Bateman 2010)
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While these conversations currently unfold, it has given life to some insightful critiques on
microfinance practice, particularly highlighting the urgency to address the “schism” between
institutionists, with their emphasis on financial self-sufficiency and scale, and the welfarists,
those who emphasise direct poverty alleviation among the very poor (Woller et al. 1999:
29). This thinking finds its roots in the classic scholarship by Murdoch, bringing to our attention
the proposal that the win-win proposition rested on a series of myths:
First, that raising the costs of financial services does not diminish demand. Second, that
due to their scale, financially sustainable programs can make the greatest dent in
poverty. Third, that financial sustainability will give programs access to commercial financial markets. Fourth, that since they come at no cost to donors, financially sustainable programs are superior weapons for fighting poverty. Fifth, that subsidized programs are
inefficient and thus bound to fail. Sixth, that subsidized credit most often ends up in the
hands of the non-poor. Seventh, that successful microfinance programs must be nongovernment programs. And, eighth, that subsidizing credit undermines savings mobilization.
(Murdoch 2000: 620)
This revival of serious critique within this realm is a big step given that for the last few decades,
microfinance has been placed on a pedestal in development practice:
Microcredit has remained somewhat insulated from critical scholarly inquiry and the few
existing critical analyses have not been politically popular within academic and policy
circles . . . harsh critics of claims about microcredit are silenced by labeling them as
being idealistic, impatient for results, and as lacking concern for the immediate needs
of the poor. (Fernando 2006: 4)
This has also inspired INGOs to look at alternative ways to approach microfinance in a concerted
effort to not throw the baby out with the bathwater. This paper focuses on one such case study
wherein self-help-groups have been chosen as a main strategy to operationalise microfinance.
The rationale is that while microfinance as an institution continues to serve as a legitimate and
alternative banking system for the marginalised, it is still confined by its conventional institutional structure that limits its capacity to serve the poorest of the poor (Arora 2006). This has
increased attention to the more informal networks of self-help groups, a novel community
finance savings and lending method that seeks to validate and leverage local social capital for sustainable growth. The self-help method is an informal means of building social capital within disadvantaged communities to foster savings and lending among these groups for autonomy from
formal credit systems. This shift from a credit to savings-led approach adopted by Impact is an
alternative take within microfinance sectors in development agencies.
Interestingly, while there has been substantive literature on microfinance given its persistent
stardom over the decades, much has focused on its impact on empowering women, quantifying
its financial impact on communities, its outreach and scalability, and its linkages with the formal
banking sector (Ringmar 2005). Overall, disproportionate attention has been given to measuring
outcomes and less on the actual processes and strategies involved in implementation, implying a
generally unproblematic decision-making approach to microfinance.
To sum up, this section builds context of the past to ongoing dynamics of microfinance within
which ImpactUS is operating and making decisions. While these discussions on microfinance
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and its current upheavals are worthy of pursuit, the scope of this paper is to highlight how actors
within an INGO institution work through such development transitions by creating a more
general and stable ideology to reference for their actions. Here, we pay attention to key
decision-makers within this INGO to see how their constructs collude and collide and link to
the microfinance project. While no doubt this is sparse data, the goal is to illuminate the
nuances in discourses on this subject, argued to be (for the most part) unexamined in current
development literature.
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Intercultural discourses and decision-making within organisations
To understand INGOs in the context of their individual staff actors shaping development, we
need to step outside of development studies and draw from scholarship on organisation
culture and intercultural communication. Within these fields, we see two divergent strands in
the understanding of organisation culture: the first is the investigation of symbolic aspects
within organisations that allows for an interpretive approach through countercultures; the
second and more dominant strand is the identifying of patterns amongst groups to allow for
adaptability amongst actors with their environment at large (Rosaldo 1989). Much investigation
has gone into subcultures, leaning towards integrationist views where the main purpose is to
locate overriding themes that foster organisation consensus.
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in viewing organisational culture as
fragmentations of subcultures where internal conflicts are viewed as potentially positive for
organisational growth and dynamism (Cummings and Worley 2005). Less emphasis is
placed on convergence of communicative practices and more on leveraging of divergence to
propel innovative decision-making. Also, much investigation has gone into the actors and the
actions and less on the process through which the act takes place; “ambiguity, complexity,
and lack of coherence are the touchstones of the fragmentation perspective . . . their focus is
on the understanders and the understood, not the understandings” (Batteau 2000: 732).
Such dynamics of difference and similarity, of simultaneous resistance and adaptation are
much of what constitutes organisational culture. Rather than being perceived as counterproductive to organisational culture, this kind of negotiation fosters and legitimates an atmosphere of
inclusiveness, moving away from the illusive coherence of organisational systems to that which
is a dynamic interplay of contending voices. While organisations offer “loose regimes of local
diversity” in terms of spaces for contestation and appropriation, there continue to be boundaries
of “functional differentiations” wherein roles are clarified, identities carved, standards met, and
ideas ordered to reflect the culture of the organisation (Batteau 2000: 728). This is important to
keep in mind as we unravel the projected culture of the INGO ImpactUS and their stated
mission, contrasted with the voices of some of its key actors on the microfinance project. As
we see, individual ideologies flesh out in ways that do not easily and seamlessly cooperate
with one another and may not always synchronise with the organisation’s larger mission.
This should be viewed as a possible opening for innovation in new approaches to microfinance
and not necessarily a serious flaw in an INGO culture.
Furthermore, in relation to decision-making, there is a thin line between conflict and creativity. The navigation of such lines is contingent on the positioning of decision-makers within the
organisation (Bodea and Mustata 2007). Cultural identity interacts with organisational identity
where the personal coordinates remain stable. This is often due to the status of the individual in
the organisation. When actors are in the position of making decisions, it compels a certain personal-driven behaviour, shifting the organisational coordinates to suit them accordingly. We
will see this occur time and again in the discussion section and how popular rhetoric of microfinance and development gets woven in with individual ideologies to gain legitimacy. This is
Development in Practice, Volume 22, Number 7, September 2012
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important as popular understandings give us the impression that many development actors have
bought into the microfinance kool-aid, stifling innovation in this arena.
In fact, multiple decision-makers can keep this process ‘honest’, where personal motivation,
ideology, organisational interest, attraction of new clients, possibility of new markets and the
like are factored in. This “professional evolution” (Bodea and Mustata 2007: 5) allows for a
culture of decision-making that accommodates and even encourages conflict, especially at
the nascent stage.
The end goal is to instigate all decision-makers to feel like genuine ambassadors of the organisation. The bottom line here for these leaders is that “if they do not become conscious of the
cultures in which they are embedded, those cultures will manage them” (Schein 2004: 375).
In the context of the development world, this is essential to keep in mind as projects come
and go and new visions replace sometimes the most sacred of beliefs. Microfinance is an excellent example given its current upheaval and its long established sacrosanct status (Roy 2010).
This, as we will see, compels the development veteran and ‘expert’ to construct an ideology that
is respectably detached from the organisations mission as well as the dominant euphoria that
appears to have engulfed a professional world such as that of microfinance.

The missionary and its mission
ImpactUS,1 a human-rights based INGO, hopes to lead by way of actively advocating a savingsled microfinance approach for eradicating poverty as part of their embrace of ideas on autonomy, community participation, and grassroots capacity building. I worked with ImpactUS on
a six-month project, identifying strategies in community microfinance. The ImpactUS team
was meant to come up with support for the savings-led approach through self-help groups
(SHGs) for poverty reduction in the most disadvantaged sectors in developing countries.
Impact in the United States is at a nascent stage in formulating and implementing savings-led
community finance strategies for poverty reduction versus its branch in Europe, which has been
in this field for about 30 years. Yet, ImpactUS has chosen an execution model that is distinctly
different from its sister firm. The prime difference between the two is that while ImpactEU
works directly with their beneficiaries in implementation of their projects, ImpactUS works
through NGO intermediaries in developing countries to reach their beneficiaries. This is not sufficient reason to not share field experiences between the more experienced ImpactEU and its US
partner to build institutional memory of failures and successes in this new savings method. Yet,
through months of research at the US branch, it became apparent that there was a lack of interorganisational communication within Impact as a whole with regard to sharing their experiences and knowledge on community finance projects. There was active discouragement
against resembling the sister organisation.
Additionally, even though the team was hired to document community finance to inform and
shape microfinance strategy of ImpactUS, there was already a definite bias towards a savings-led
approach through partnering with NGOs. It seemed that the prime interest in using this research
was to validate their strategy rather than shape and inform it. This is based on the fact that the management team had fostered parallel efforts to create savings-led advocacy material for an upcoming
launch independent of this research project. Also, they had already initiated dialogue with other
INGO organisations for partnership in the savings-led approach in Africa, the first pilot project
of ImpactUS in community finance. This seems to be a typical problem amongst INGOs in development where often the solution is the problem (Pritchett and Woolcock 2004). This is in reference
to the politics of policymaking within INGOs when the problem sometimes can be the very structural design of the institution, requiring it to pioneer solutions in their own space, even if that
involves reinventing the wheel. This often results in the outcome getting lost in a web of politics.
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Talking the talk: conversations, recollections, personalisations and . . .
pauses
To gain an understanding of the culture and decision-making process of ImpactUS, I had
discussions with three key staff members separately3 in the community finance department
(see Table 1). I was familiar with all three interviewees and had established a cordial
relationship with each of them over the previous few months. I started out by asking the
informants to define development based on their extensive field experiences and what
drew them initially to this field. The first informant, Thomas, an Iranian-American in his
late 30s, defined development as the ability to gauge the interests of members of the
world community to help them realise their rights and opportunities. He used “we” as in
“we at ImpactUS” in describing development. As to what drew him to this field, he mentioned his field experiences in Bangladesh in a microfinance project that got him “hooked
for life”. The second informant, Fatima, in her mid-40s, described development as “levelling
the playing field” where access to resources is tied directly to the ability of people to speak
for their own development. She further spoke about the sense of injustice in development.
She personalised this by speaking of her own experiences in Burkina Faso where she was
born and brought up:
I am from a privileged perspective yet from a context that is not privileged. What did I do to
earn this? Based on ethnicity, depending on where I go, I can become the underprivileged.
Now that’s what development should aim to address and not just access to economic
resources.

Table 1:

Intercultural perspectives amongst key decision-makers within a human-rights organisation

Questions

Thomas

Fatima

Define
development

realising world community levelling the playing
rights
field; not just about
access to economic
resources

What is
sustainability

short and long-term:
operational and partnering
with local NGOs

build on already existing
fallacy as there will
always be a violation of grassroots activities
human rights

Role of external
actors

limited due to the ‘neutral’
stance of ImpactUS;
challenging yet essential
for organisation to be
effective

ImpactUS is deeply
political as human rights
is inherently political;
essential to be successful

stimulator for exponential
and organic grassroots
replication of ideas like
SHGs

Indicators of
success and exit
strategies

women in leadership
positions; SHGs spillover
effect to other sectors

exit strategy often
unrelated to success;
determined by funding
and project agenda

no direct answer; just Africa
is a proud culture

Ethical challenge reasons for intervention are to maintain equity in
often muddy
decision-making

Development in Practice, Volume 22, Number 7, September 2012

Todd
hope and change;
eradicating poverty

questions whether people
should have the right to not
be interfered with and if
interventions are cultural
impositions
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Todd, in his late 50s and the most senior of my interviewees, paused for a while before answering; “it’s all about change isn’t it? At ImpactUS we hope it’s for the better.” He then went into
the history of ImpactUS’s commitment to eradicating poverty in the world and until that was
achieved, the need for development would live on. He had been in the field for 35 years and
was considered an expert in self-help groups in certain circles in microfinance.
When it came to the topic of sustainability in microfinance, a popular issue, Thomas
suggested two approaches to address this. The short-term approach he said was purely the operating costs that either justified or did not justify the intervention; the long-term approach was the
partnering with local NGOs in implementation of these projects; “the only way to enable sustainability is through the strengthening of local actors and community contacts which ImpactUS
has been very good at.” Fatima, however, said that this notion of sustainability is a fallacy as
there will always be a violation of human rights; “we can’t shut shop just because we think
people have found their voice in the public sphere . . . for what is found can also be lost
again.” She went on to point out that development is a perennial effort and development
NGOs need to be watchdogs in preserving these rights. Todd’s response to this topic was
through a narrative of his experiences in Senegal where “after scratching the surface”, his
team was able to “dig out a number of local NGOs” already practicing the savings-led
method for a good number of years. He spoke about strengthening the already existing local
groups rather than trying to impose their ideas on the villagers as a means to sustainability.
This line of questioning led to talking about the role of external actors such as ImpactUS.
Thomas stated that given that ImpactUS is a “neutral development body with no political affiliations”, there is always a limitation to what it can achieve in a particular country. He gave the
example of his experiences in Zimbabwe, where his team had to work closely with the government who in turn favoured communities who had voted for them, while ImpactUS felt powerless to control this phenomenon; “we try to separate the two – political and ideological but that
sometimes gets hard to do”. He believed that in spite of this, it was important to stay clear from
these political situations for ImpactUS to be most effective. Fatima on the other hand fervently
expressed the view that ImpactUS, as an INGO with its mission focus on human rights, is inherently deeply political. She spoke about funding as only part of the story, as being an international actor in itself gives ImpactUS an upper hand in bringing ideas from the outside:
We are political and are becoming more so. Poverty is not a coincidence where we just
wake up and see that we are poor. It has to come from somewhere. We really have to
start holding actors responsible and to stay neutral, we can worsen the situation. ImpactUS has no other choice but to be political . . . if we are just trying to save lives like the Red
Cross then perhaps we can be neutral but not if we want long-term change. Just by funding
partners, it makes us not neutral as our partners are not neutral themselves. In terms of
being able to identify failures in human rights, we have to make a political decision to
intervene. It’s a risk but given the potential impact, it’s a risk we’re willing to take.
Todd, in response to this issue, took out a piece of paper and started to draw a chart which showed
five circles and three out of five circles had arrows, each of the three leading towards five other
circles which in turn grew exponentially into more circles with a loop coming back to the original
circle. He indicated that this is how he envisioned how self-help-groups would work where
ImpactUS was mere fodder for a burgeoning growth that was waiting to happen.
“But how were they to know what was working and what was not? And more importantly, when
does one know when it’s time to leave?” I asked. In discussing indicators for success of a particular project and various exit strategies, Thomas spoke about the presence of women in leadership
positions as a key sign of success in community finance. He again spoke about Zimbabwe where
in a particular village that he visited over intermittent periods of time, the practice of self-help
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groups had permeated into other industries within the village over a period of two years. That to
him was a real story of success. Fatima however saw this differently; her view was that exit strategies were often not associated with success stories and that there was a common pattern of
unthinkingly linking the two phenomena as part of the same process; “these things take time
and we don’t have time. When the budget runs out, we’ve got to get out of the region regardless
of the results produced.” Todd spoke about the proud people of Africa and their generosity of
spirit as a people with a rich heritage in attempting to address this issue; “when you see them
walk proudly in the markets, you realize that these people are strong and resilient and have
this amazing gift of smiling in the face of deep poverty”.
I finished this discussion by asking about the biggest ethical challenges they had faced in
implementing their projects. Thomas spoke about the dilemma of working in areas where the
drive may often be that of self-interest: “I always ask myself why we have chosen a particular
area and if we are helping the maximum number of people but I have sometimes felt that I
cannot answer the question.” Fatima responded to this question by speaking of herself and
her attitudes when she was interacting with other partners and beneficiaries:
When I am sitting in front of you, do I feel that you are truly equal to me? Who do I give the
seat at the table to when I make decisions? These are struggles I think we constantly have
to answer to.
Todd on the other hand remarked on the rights a people or civilization has to not change; “what
if people want to be the way they are? Why should we institutionalize them and get them to pay
taxes and make them like us? I don’t know. . . you tell me.” He spoke about the challenge of inaction as equal to that of action in development and at times it was hard to tell when to draw the
line: “that’s why I am not a real proponent of linking these self-help groups to formal banks.
Why should they have debts and fall into that vicious cycle? No, not something I really think
is necessary for everyone.”

Do we (need to) have consensus at the table?
Strategies of implementation, as we see, have a rationale that ropes in personal experience and
values with organisational values. There is no best practice. Rationales win, and not just outcomes. Intercultural dialogue here reveals the nuances in thinking that drives organisational behaviour. To put the following in perspective and see the relationship between the ImpactUS
ideology and the informants’ opinions, it is important to keep the mission statement in mind.
All three interviewees took the human rights angle to most of the questions, aligning themselves
with the ImpactUS mission statement. Yet the referencing to the larger discourse on human
rights was used strategically to legitimate one’s stance, as in Fatima’s case, often contradicting
certain sacrosanct concepts as in the issue of sustainability. Further, personalisation was used to
legitimate her stance with that from outside the organisation. While embodying ImpactUS’s
ideology on human rights at an overt level, she particularised her judgments through personal
articulations and affiliations with her past and current experiences.
With the question of partnerships with NGOs (versus directly servicing beneficiaries as in the
case of its sister organisation ImpactEU), there was already a normative belief in the partnering
with NGOs as the best strategy for long-term efficacy. For example, Thomas espoused that for sustainability to be gained, going through the NGOs was “the only way” development could achieve
long-term efficacy. Todd also held a similar viewpoint and made it clear by sharing his experiences
in Senegal and talking about the grassroots NGO movements that were alive and thriving. While
both ImpactUS and ImpactEU share a sisterhood of human rights, the boundary is clearly drawn,
demarcating the US branch as that which believes in NGO partnerships, permeating the views of
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its actors. It is interesting to see what can and does get negotiated to what becomes part of the
organisation’s normative fabric, highlighting the sacrosanct aspects of this organisational culture.
This issue gains further attention through the discussion on the role of the external actor, stimulating contradictory responses, particularly on lines of neutrality. While Thomas looked
upon ImpactUS as a neutral actor even though he did acknowledge that it was a struggle,
Fatima viewed the organisation as a highly political one. What is interesting here is that the
question itself did not have any reference to the political aspects of ImpactUS yet the respondents chose to interpret it through this lens. Ironically, the virtue of INGOs is embedded in its
supposed neutral and apolitical nature, thereby perceived often as alternatives to states (Boli and
Thomas 1999). Yet as we see, even within the organisation itself, there is a politics of semantics
where prevalent themes are strategically navigated, driven perhaps by personal agencies, historical and transnational relations, and social assemblages of day-to-day occurrences and
emotive resonances at play.
Another policy challenge for ImpactUS was to determine its exit strategy and to know when
the society being served was ‘ready’ to be autonomous. This question however gained mainly
vague responses that seemed to barely address the issue, from focus on budget issues to that of
women’s participation and African culture. Yet in terms of how much of women’s participation
was “enough” to exit the scene, there was an unmet silence. Sometimes these silences can be as
revealing as assertions, implying the implicit tensions underlying certain subjects.
As to the ethical challenge, Todd’s response was the most unexpected in terms of policy as he
directly referred to linkages to banking as not necessarily a positive effect in microfinance. This is
important to keep in mind as he is the most influential player in this department. The rationale
given here is based on the understanding that microfinance is an initiative that introduces the practice of banking to marginalised communities and if linkages are quickly made between the poor
and banks, there is a good chance that the poor can get exploited. Basically, being relatively
new to this process, the poor can get caught up in taking more loans than they can manage and
become easy targets for banks that seek to capitalise on these new entrants. In a sense, Todd questions the common assumption that this is the only desirable outcome to microfinance and that it has
to culminate in linkages with the private banking sector. He questions the responsibility of INGOs
in mediating this process and providing alternatives for the poor in terms of informal banking
systems such as local and informal cooperatives that may have more palatable interest rates for
the poor. This stands against popular practice, where it is now generally agreed that it is important
to have formal banking links to provide for vertical mobility (Rankin 2004). However, the choice
of savings-led as a step above the credit-led method according to ImpactUS policy guidelines is
that it allows for horizontal mobility, seen as more conducive for the poor than the latter approach.

Conclusion
It seems that the ‘common’ ideology amongst actors within ImpactUS is most apparent in their
focus on human rights, much in line with the broader organisational cultural ideology. Yet, the
policy issues of whether ImpactUS is neutral or political does not seem to be an agreed phenomenon among these actors even though it is public knowledge that the organisation itself is meant
to be an apolitical entity. Furthermore, it seems that there already is a deep-seated bias of partners such as NGOs being the cornerstone for sustainability. This brings to the realisation that
ImpactUS has formed its identity against ImpactEU along these lines. Todd’s view on linkages
to formal banking “as not necessarily a good thing” can be seen as a potentially heated debate
waiting to happen in the decision-making process as this issue has been perceived as a given
even in the self-help approach to social and economic mobility. Overall, the actors seemed
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to be well informed and introspective of their personal and professional experiences with definite viewpoints on the rights and wrongs of development.
Intercultural dialogue here has served as a strategic tool to unravel some unique viewpoints in
decision-making on microfinance implementation. This is a much needed discourse in a field that
has been substantively romanticised and where nuances in processes are for the most part underinvestigated. Hence, one can foresee these diverse perspectives playing an important role in
shaping decision-making in community finance, sometimes more so than any mandate of the organisation. Given that development organisations have more elusive benchmarks of success versus the
profit-oriented benchmarks of the private sector, there is more room for individual and organisational culture to influence decision-making. This can spawn multiple projects from within the
organisation that may run parallel in theme but not necessarily in approach. Thereby, world
culture meets organisational culture through intercultural dialogue in the shaping of microfinance
strategies.
Overall, we should keep in mind that these actors are development professionals first and
foremost. They survive on the business of development which demands that passion needs to
move with donor funding; for example, NGOs that were fighting for gender empowerment yesterday may be channelling those same energies today for computer access for youth. To sustain
one’s integrity with these seemingly confronting ironies that decision-makers face, it seems that
an underlying ideology or philosophy is constructed that is to some extent, independent of
current development euphoria or organisation endorsements; being true to character on the
development stage is revealed.
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Notes
1. For reasons of confidentiality, I am using the pseudonym ImpactUS for this INGO, and ImpactEU for
its sister organisation.
2. “Kool-aid” is a metaphor used to describe how people uncritically embrace an ideology or understanding due to its popular appeal.
3. Although it appears below as simultaneous conversations, each decision-maker was interviewed separately; this has been done for thematic highlighting.
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